
Use Python to retrieve and display images from space

 From the Sun
With CherryPy and Python Remote Objects, you can run 

displays showing data from NASA’s Solar Dynamics 

Observatory spacecraft. By Scott Sumner

lio seismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) 
watches waves on the surface of the sun; its 
magnetic imaging looks inside the sun and re-
turns images that look almost like weather 
radar. These images, combined with their 
download frequency, generate 1.5TB of data 
each day.

Solar MonitorS
The exhibit gallery in the museum includes 
four large LCD displays that show the sun 
feeds. Each monitor displays a different data 
channel from the SDO (Figure 2). Gallery at-

At the Fort Worth Museum of Sci-
ence and History [1], Raspberry 
Pis are used to help provide a 
near-real-time look at the Sun. 

NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory 
(SDO) [2] transmits images to Earth continu-
ously 24 hours a day. Once these images ar-
rive on Earth, NASA makes them available 
on web servers accessible to anyone [3]. In 
this article, I’ll show how a combination of 
Python programs makes these images avail-
able daily.

the Solar 
DynaMicS 
obServatory
SDO’s mission is to study radia-
tion emitted from the sun and 
how it affects life on Earth. It 
does this by collecting images 
in 13 different wavelengths 
with two different instruments 
(Figure 1).

The Atmospheric Imaging As-
sembly (AIA) com-
prises four telescopes 
with two passbands 
each, generating 
eight images 
every 10 sec-
onds. The He-

Figure 1: The instrument layout of the Solar Dynamics Observatory. 

The AIA and HMI instruments create the images used in this article; 

the EVE instrument measures the entire spectrum but returns its data 

numerically. Image courtesy of NASA.
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tendants can control an interactive version of 
the script via tablet and select any data feeds 
available from the SDO.

Software
Four scripts make up the sun display system 
(Figure 3). The standalone script is not inter-
active, whereas the other three scripts work 
together to provide an interactive version of 
the sun displays. You can find all of the list-
ings online [4]:
• sunDisplayNTP.py – The standalone ver-

sion of the script fetches its own updates 
on a user-defined interval and doesn’t 
allow for any external control. The channel 
to view is defined at the top of the script.

• download.py – A list of RSS feeds repre-
sents different channels available from 
SDO. It sits in a loop and checks each file 
name provided by the feed. If the file al-
ready exists on the disk, then it is 
skipped. Once an RSS feed has been pro-
cessed completely, the program moves to 
the next one in the list. When the entire 
list has been processed, it starts again 
from the top.

• pyroServer.py – Listens for requests from 
the sun displays. Clients can ask for a list 
of channels, a list of images available from 
each channel, and a particular image to be 
sent. These are all based on the files 
fetched by the download script.

• pyroClient.py – Runs the display. When 
this script starts, it will request the first 
channel available and start fetching its im-
ages. Once the number of requested im-
ages has been downloaded, it starts loop-
ing them on the display. A separate thread 
runs a simple web interface that shows the 
channels available from pyroServer.py. A 
web browser can select the channel name, 
which will start a new download of those 
images.

Pyro. Additionally, I use Pyro (Python Re-
mote Objects) so the different scripts can 
talk to each other. With Pyro, I define a set 
of remotely available functions in a class. 
Then, I tell Pyro which class I want to be 
accessible remotely. Pyro handles all of the 
networking in the background. In the client 
script, I provide the URL of the Pyro server 
and it returns an instance of the class to 
use. As far as the program is concerned, it’s 
a local function, but it actually runs on the 
server machine.

CherryPy. CherryPy turns a Python class 
into a web server. Calls that come back from 
the web server can call other Python func-
tions and return customized HTML re-

sponses. CherryPy is especially useful if you 
want Python to be a back end for your Ajax 
projects. The museum displays use Cher-
ryPy so that a tablet can be used to control 
which channel of data is currently being 
shown.

SunDiSplayntp.py
The first lines of the sunDisplayNTP.py script 
(Listing 1) handles imports, which are Py-
thon’s way of bringing in external modules 
and libraries. For the sun displays, the script 
imports the following:

Figure 2: One of the solar display monitors. The red dot below the screen is the Raspberry Pi’s 

power light. The blue dot is the WiFi dongle.

Figure 3: The scripts for the interactive display and how they interact.
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001  import datetime
002  import os
003  import pygame
004  import StringIO
005  import urllib
006  import time
007  import ntplib
008  
009  class imageDownload:
010    def __init__ ( self , screen ):
011      pygame.font.init()
012      se lf.museumFont = pygame.font.Font ( 

"fontsGotham‑Book.otf" , 20 )
013  
014      self.screen = screen
015      self.images = list()
016      self.imageNames = list()
017      self.downloadCount = 0
018      se lf.logo = pygame.image.load (  

"LogoWhiteText200.png" ).convert_alpha()
019      se lf.standby =  

pygame.image.load ( "standby.jpg" ).convert()
020  
021      se lf.screen.blit ( self.logo , ( screen.get_width()  

‑ self.logo.get_width() ‑ 25 , screen.get_height() 
‑ self.logo.get_height() ‑ 25 ) )

022      se lf.text = "The AIA composite image combines three 
camera images to highlight different portions of 
the sun's corona. Solar flares are often visible in 
this image which is obtained in near‑real‑time, 
within 10 minutes of downlink from the Solar 
Dynamic Observatory currently orbiting the Sun"

023      today = datetime.date.today()
024      self.oldDate = time.localtime()
025  
026    def text ( self , txt ):
027      box = pygame.surface.Surface ( ( 200 , 600 ) )
028      textParts = txt.split ( " " )
029      chunk = ""
030      y = 25
031      for word in textParts:
032        size = self.museumFont.size ( chunk + " " + word )
033        if size [ 0 ] < box.get_width():
034          chunk += word + " "
035        else:
036          li neSurf = self.museumFont.render ( chunk ,  

True , ( 250 , 250 , 250 ) )
037          bo x.blit ( lineSurf , ( box.get_width() /  

2 ‑ lineSurf.get_width() / 2 , y ) )
038          chunk = word + " "
039          y += 25
040  
041      li neSurf = self.museumFont.render (  

chunk , True , ( 250 , 250 , 250 ) )
042      bo x.blit ( lineSurf , ( box.get_width() /  

2 ‑ lineSurf.get_width() / 2 , y ) )
043  
044      self.screen.blit ( box , ( 800 , 25 ) )
045      pygame.display.flip()
046  
047    def download ( self ):
048      c = ntplib.NTPClient()

049      today = time.localtime()
050      while 1:
051        try:
052          response = c.request('time.nist.gov', version=3)
053          today = time.gmtime ( response.tx_time )
054          if today != None:
055            break
056          else:
057            time.sleep ( 5 )
058        except:
059          today = self.oldDate
060  
061      se lf.baseAddress =  

r"http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/assets/img/browse/{0}/
{1:02d}/{2:02d}".format ( today.tm_year ,  
today.tm_mon , today.tm_mday )

062  
063      filter = "HMIBC.jpg"
064  
065      if self.oldDate.tm_mday != today.tm_mday:
066        self.images = list()
067        self.imageNames = list()
068        self.oldDate = today
069  
070      while 1:
071        try:
072          file List = urllib.urlopen (  

self.baseAddress ).read()
073          break
074        except:
075          time.sleep ( 5 )
076  
077      fileList = fileList.split ( "<tr>" )
078  
079      for line in fileList:
080        if "<a href" in line:
081          index = line.index ( "<a" )
082          filename = line [ index: ].split ( "\"" ) [ 1 ]
083          if filter in filename and "1024" in filename:
084            print "found a new image"
085            if filename not in self.imageNames:
086              print "downloading " + filename
087              sq uare = pygame.surface.Surface  

( ( 768 , 768 ) )
088              try:
089                f  = StringIO.StringIO(urllib.urlopen( self.

baseAddress + "/" + filename ).read())
090                im g = pygame.image.load (  

f , "a.JPG" ).convert()
091                py game.transform.scale (  

img , ( 768 , 768 ) , square )
092                self.images.append ( square )
093                self.imageNames.append ( filename )
094              except:
095                pass
096            else:
097              print "all files downloaded"
098      print len ( self.images )
099      return
100  

LISTING 1: sunDisplayNTP.py
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• datetime – Supplies functions to manipu-
late dates and times.

• os – Has functions for interacting with 
whatever OS the program is running under. 
Although this library is cross-platform, 
some functions are only available when 
running on a specific OS.

• pygame – Provides the drawing and image 
manipulation functions to draw the graphi-
cal display.

• StringIO – Accesses strings as if they are 
files.

• urllib – Fetches resources that have Inter-
net addresses

• time – Provides functions specific to times 
of day, lengths of time, and adding and 
subtracting between times, to name a few.

• ntplib – Accesses NTP servers, specifically 
to acquire the US official time.

The imageDownload class (lines 9-123) con-
tains all of the functions for the sun display. 
The first function sets up the text font (lines 
11-12), initializes variables (lines 14-19), and 
draws a PyGame surface onto the display with 
self.screen.blit (line 21). The first argu-
ment, self.logo, is the surface to be drawn. 
The second argument is a tuple for the x and y 
position to start drawing the image.

The number returned in screen.get_width 
is the width of the screen in pixels. If I were 
to stop there, the left edge of the image 
would line up on the right edge of the screen 
and be out of view. By subtracting get_width 
of self.logo, I shift the position of the image 
by its size. Now the image will appear against 
the right edge of the screen. Finally, I subtract 
25 to move it over 25 more pixels to add a lit-
tle bit of margin. The second part of the tuple 
works exactly the same way with height.

Lines 23 and 24 define today and a date 
adjusted for the local time zone, and the text 

function (lines 26-45) accepts txt as an argu-
ment and creates a surface, with txt broken 
up into multiple lines as needed to fit on the 
side of the screen.

fileS
Next, the job of the download function 
(lines 47-99) is to download everything 
needed to get the latest images, starting with 
the current time, a list of files, and the files 
themselves. Line 52 requests the time from 
the time server, and line 53 decodes it into 
local time and stores it in today. The root lo-
cation of SDO images on the NASA server is 
organized into many subfolders on the basis 
of date; format in line 61 adds the day’s date 
to the address. (See the “SDO File Structure 
and Naming” box for more information.)

Line 63 defines filter, the channel ID, 
which is changed manually on each display. 
Lines 65-68 check the date, reset self.images 
and self.imageNames if it has changed, and 
set self.oldDate to today. The rest of the 
function deals with fetching the images pro-
vided in the directory listing. Apache (the 
web server) generates this list automatically; 
it’s not an actual HTML file that exists on the 
server. Each file is listed as a row in a table, 
so I do a lot of string parsing to find the file 
name.

Line 77 splits the HTML every time it finds 
<tr>, so now I have a list of each table row in 
a file. Line 80 checks whether this line con-
tains a link (an image). If it does, then line 81 
finds the location of <a in the string and 
stores it in index.

On line 82, I use index: as a starting point. 
The colon says include the rest of the string 
rather than stop after a single character. Then 
I split the string on double quotes. That will 
return a list of sections, but here I just use it in 

101    def slides ( self ):
102      imgIndex = 0
103      pygame.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT , 100 )
104      downloadCounter = 0
105  
106      while 1:
107        for event in pygame.event.get():
108          if event.type == pygame.USEREVENT:
109            if ( len ( self.images ) ‑ 1 ) > imgIndex:
110              se lf.screen.blit (  

self.images [ imgIndex ] , ( 0 , 0 ) )
111              pygame.display.flip()
112              imgIndex += 1
113              if  imgIndex == (  

len ( self.images ) ‑ 1 ): imgIndex = 0
114          downloadCounter += 1

115          if  downloadCounter == 3000 or  
len ( self.images ) == 0:

116            self.screen.blit ( self.standby , ( 0 , 0 ) )
117            pygame.display.flip()
118            self.download()
119            imgIndex = 0
120            downloadCounter = 0
121          if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
122            pygame.quit()
123            break
124  
125  pygame.display.init()
126  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 1024 , 768 ) )
127  
128  sun = imageDownload ( screen )
129  sun.slides()

LISTING 1: sunDisplayNTP.py (continued)
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the timing of slides and downloads. The 
image currently being displayed is imgIndex, 
and a timer initiates a PyGame event every 
100 milliseconds (0.1 seconds). Next, down‑
loadCounter on line 104 determines when to 
attempt to fetch new images.

Starting on line 106, the main event loop 
processes all of the PyGame events. The most 
common will be pygame.USEREVENT, which is 
the 100ms timer. Line 115 checks to see if 
downloadCounter has reached 3000 (30 sec-
onds) or if there aren’t any images (len ( 
self.images ) == 0). If either of those condi-
tions are true, the program displays the 
“please standby” graphic and calls self.down‑
load to get new images. Lines 119-123 reset 
imgIndex and downloadCounter to 0 so every-
thing starts fresh once the download finishes, 
look for a keypress to occur, and, if so, shut 
down PyGame (pygame.quit) and exit the 
main loop (break). The last four lines of code 
initialize pygame.display to start all of the 
graphics systems, set up the screen resolu-
tion, create an instance of the imageDownload 
class, and run everything.

The following scripts comprise an interac-
tive version of the sun displays. In this case, 
interactive means being able to select any of 
the 18 channels the spacecraft generates for 
viewing.

DownloaD.py
The job of the download.py script (Listing 2) 
is to download new images from SDO as 

place. The first string will be everything from 
index to the first double quote. The second 
string will just be the file name because it’s 
terminated by another double quote. The 
third string is everything after the second dou-
ble quote, so I request index [ 1 ] (remember 
that list indices start at [ 0 ]).

Line 83 checks for both filter (the chan-
nel I’m looking for) and "1024" (the size I 
want) in the file name. If both of those are 
present, then this is an image I want to 
download. Line 85 checks whether the file 
name is already in self.imageNames. If it is, 
then it has already been downloaded.

Line 87 initializes a square surface that 
matches my screen size. Line 89 downloads 
the sun image and uses StringIO to avoid 
having to write it to disk. Line 90 then loads 
the image with pygame.image.load. The 
"a.JPG" tells load to treat the image as a JPEG 
file, because as a file object, not a file, Py-
Game doesn’t know what type of file it is.

Once I have the image, line 91 resizes it to 
match the screen size. Then, lines 92 and 93 
add the image itself and its file name to 
self.images and self.imageNames that keep 
up with everything. The try/except block in 
lines 88-95 makes sure the program moves 
on to the next image if an image can’t be 
downloaded or converted (Figure 5).

SliDeS
The slides function (lines 101-123) contains 
the PyGame event loop, which handles all of 

Figure 5: The downlink from the spacecraft doesn’t always go perfectly. Incom-

plete frames or missing data sometimes show up in the downloaded images. 

Image courtesy of NASA/ SDO and the AIA, EVE, and HMI science teams.

Figure 4: An image of the Sun provided by the Solar Dynamics 

Observatory. Courtesy of NASA/ SDO and the AIA, EVE, and HMI 

science teams.

SDO data is organized by date. 
Each year has subfolders for 
each month, which has subfold-
ers for each day. The time each 
image was generated is encoded 
as part of the file name. Folders 
created all the way to 2017 are 
slowly populated with time.

The file name of each image is a 
large string of mostly numbers. 
The first four digits are the year 
followed by two for the month 
and two for the day; this is fol-
lowed by an underscore and the 
time as two digits each for hour, 
minute, and second. After an-
other underscore, the size of this 
image (from 512 to 4096 pixels) is 
included and, after a final under-
score, the ID of the channel that 
this image is part of (Figure 4).

SDO FILE 
STRUCTURE  
AND NAMING

Sun Display
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they become available. The first five imports 
are the same modules as in the standalone 
program already described. New here is 
xml.etree.ElementTree, which is one of Py-
thon’s libraries for parsing XML documents. 
RSS feeds are in an XML format, so I rely on 
the feed to tell me when a new image is 
available.

Unlike the standalone version, here the 
imageDownload class is just downloading 
files. There’s no graphical element to it. I do 
use PyGame here, but only to process image 
files; they are never drawn to the screen.

In the init class, I create a list of feeds that 
I want to download. self.feeds is initialized 
as a list (line 10) and then feeds are ap-
pended as needed. Next, the download func-
tion gets the RSS feed, looks for image links, 
and downloads them. The first step is to get 
the RSS feed. That happens on line 18 using 
urllib, just as in sunDisplayNTP.py. Instead 
of stepping through the feed as text, how-
ever, I’m going to interpret the XML. To do 
that I use ET.fromstring to pass the down-
loaded text into the XML parser.

Line 20 sets up imagePath, which is where 
I save each image that I download. I use the 
channel name (the last part of the feed ad-
dress) as a directory name. Line 21 gets a list 
of the files that are already there so I know 
what I’ve already downloaded.

Starting on line 23, the script steps through 
the XML file and searches for the "title" 

tag, returning whatever is between the open-
ing and closing tags. Lines 26 and 27 search 
deeper into the XML for "item" and "guid". 
Remember that XML is a tree format, so 
starting with channel or item only searches 
inside that branch.

On line 28, I’ve found an image, so I check 
its file name to see if it’s one I already have 
(i.e., is it in dirList that I created on line 21?). 
If so, I skip it; otherwise, I download it. With 
StringIO, I move the file through memory 
rather than writing it to disk to end up with a 
PyGame surface. Then, line 35 resizes the sur-
face to 768x768 so it’s ready for display. Line 
36 saves the resized image to disk.

Line 38 creates an instance of the class, 
and then line 39 starts an infinite loop to pro-
cess all the downloads before waiting 10 sec-
onds and looping again. That way, I don’t 
overload the server with a lot of requests be-
fore an update is available.

pyroServer.py
The pyroServer.py script (Listing 3) accesses 
the directory populated by download.py to 
provide information and images to the sun 
clients (the displays in the museum). The 
script uses four libraries: Pyro4, os, pygame, 
and pickle. I’ve already looked at os and py‑
game, so I’ll focus on Pyro4 and pickle. Pyro4 
is the remote objects library I discussed ear-
lier, which will make my class visible on the 
network.

01  import os

02  import pygame

03  import StringIO

04  import urllib

05  import thread

06  import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET

07  

08  class imageDownload:

09    def __init__ ( self ):

10      self.feeds = list()

11      se lf.feeds.append (  
"http://feeds.feedburner.com/nasa/aia_094" )

12      se lf.feeds.append (  
"http://feeds.feedburner.com/nasa/aia_131" )

13      se lf.feeds.append (  
"http://feeds.feedburner.com/nasa/aia_171" )

14  

15  

16    def download ( self ):

17      for feed in self.feeds:

18        fileList = urllib.urlopen ( feed ).read()

19        root = ET.fromstring ( fileList )

20        im agePath =  
"images/" + feed.split ( "/" ) [ ‑1 ] + "/"

21        dirList = os.listdir ( imagePath )
22  
23        for channel in root.findall ( "channel" ):
24          title = channel.find ( "title" ).text
25          print title
26          for item in channel.findall ( "item" ):
27            for img in item.findall ( "guid" ):
28              if os.path.basename ( img.text ) in dirList:
29                print "already have it"
30                continue
31  
32              print "downloading " + img.text
33              f = StringIO.String IO(urllib.urlopen(  

img.text ).read())
34              sun = pygame.image.load ( f , "a.JPG" )
35              su n = pygame.transform.scale (  

sun , ( 768 , 768 ) )
36              py game.image.save ( sun , imagePath +  

os.path.basename ( img.text ) )
37  
38  sun = imageDownload()
39  while 1:
40    sun.download()
41    time.sleep ( 10 )

LISTING 2: download.py
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01  import Pyro4
02  import os
03  import pygame
04  import cPickle as pickle
05  
06  class sunImages:
07    def channelList ( self ):
08      channels = list()
09      directory = os.listdir ( "images" )
10      for name in directory:
11        if os.path.isdir ( "images/" + name ):
12          channels.append ( name )
13      return channels
14  
15    def fileList ( self , channel ):
16      package = dict()
17      pa ckage [ "files" ] =  

sorted ( os.listdir ( "images/" + channel ) )
18      package [ "count" ] = len ( package [ "files" ] )

19  
20      return package
21  
22    def getFile ( self , channel , filename ):
23      package = dict()
24  
25      pa ckage [ 'sun' ] =  

pygame.image.tostring ( pygame.image.load ( 
"images/" + channel + "/" + filename ) , "RGB" )

26      img = pickle.dumps ( package [ 'sun' ] )
27  
28      return img
29  
30  
31  rem = sunImages()
32  daemon = Pyro4.Daemon()
33  url = daemon.register ( rem )
34  print url
35  daemon.requestLoop()

LISTING 3: pyroServer.py

01  import Pyro4

02  import pygame

03  import cPickle as pickle

04  import cherrypy

05  import thread

06  

07  class web:

08    def __init__ ( self , server , display ):

09      self.server = server

10      self.display = display

11  

12    @cherrypy.expose

13    def index ( self ):

14      html = "<h1>Sun Display Channel Selection</h1>"

15      channels = self.server.channelList()

16      for channel in channels:

17        html  += "<div><a href='loadChannel?name="  
+ channel + "'>" + channel + "</a></div>"

18      return html

19  

20    @cherrypy.expose

21    def loadChannel ( self , name ):

22      self.display.remoteLoad = name

23      return self.index()

24  

25  class sunDisplay:

26    def __init__ ( self , screen , server ):

27      self.screen = screen

28      self.server = server

29      self.remoteLoad = None

30  

31    def getFiles ( self , channel , count ):

32      self.frames = list()

33      files = server.fileList ( channel )

34      for i in range ( count ):

35        if len ( self.frames ) > 0:

36          self.screen.blit ( self.frames [ ‑1 ] , ( 0 , 0 ) )
37          pygame.display.flip()
38  
39        pa ckage = server.getFile (  

channel , files [ "files" ] [ i ] )
40        sun = pickle.loads ( package.encode ( "ascii" ) )
41        im age = pygame.image.fromstring (  

sun , ( 768 , 768 ) , "RGB" )
42        self.frames.append ( image )
43        print i
44  
45    def loop ( self ):
46      for frame in self.frames:
47        self.screen.blit ( frame , ( 0 , 0 ) )
48        pygame.display.flip()
49  
50  uri = raw_input ( "uri" ).strip()
51  sunImages = Pyro4.Proxy ( uri )
52  channels = sunImages.channelList()
53  
54  pygame.display.init()
55  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 1024 , 768 ) )
56  
57  display = sunDisplay ( screen , sunImages )
58  
59  th read.start_new_thread ( cherrypy.quickstart ,  

( web ( sunImages , display ) , ) )
60  
61  display.getFiles ( channels [ 0 ] , 60 )
62  
63  while 1:
64    looping = True
65    while looping:
66      if display.remoteLoad != None: looping = False
67      display.loop()
68    display.getFiles ( display.remoteLoad , 60 )
69    display.remoteLoad = None

LISTING 4: pyroClient.py
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Next, the getFile function (lines 22-28) 
sends an image to the requestor. Again, I start 
by creating a dictionary. Line 25 has a couple 
of nested functions (line 25): py game.image.
load loads the image from the disk. The chan‑
nel and filename arguments are sourced from 
the lists returned from channelList and 
fileList. Next, pygame.im age.tostring con-
verts the image to a string so it can be trans-
mitted over the network. The "RGB" at the end 
tells tostring what format to use when creat-
ing the string.

When I originally wrote the server, I was 
intending to send more data in the dictionary 
than just the image itself. In that case I 
would have used pickle to serialize the en-
tire dictionary, but because I don’t have any-
thing else to send, I only pickle the one ele-
ment in line 26.

Now that the remote functions are defined, 
I can set up Pyro to make them available 
(lines 31-35). I start by creating an instance 
of my class on line 31; then, I create a dae-
mon. Using daemon.register allows me to 
pass the class instance rem to the daemon to 
be network accessible. Here, url on the front 
is the address I’ll use to access it. I print the 
URL and then start the request loop, which 

pickle is a serializer class. Its job is to take 
objects and convert them into a pure text 
form that can be sent over the network or 
saved to files without data loss. Here I say 
cPickle as pickle. Although pickle is a 
valid Python module, cPickle uses a com-
piled version that runs much faster. The in-
terface is the same.

Each function in the sunImages class 
(lines 6-28) will be accessible on the network 
via the Pyro URL. I’ll find out what that is at 
the end of the script. Next, channelList 
scans the images directory and makes a list of 
all of the subdirectories. Each subdirectory is 
a channel available to be viewed. To start, I 
initialize channels as a list then get the direc-
tory listing.

A loop looks at each object in the directory 
and makes sure it is actually a directory; if 
so, it adds it to the channel list. With return 
channels, Pyro sends the data across the net-
work back to whoever requested it.

The fileList function (lines 15-20) returns 
file names and the number of files in each di-
rectory. I create a dictionary to hold everything 
then add a directory listing, sorted by time, and 
the number of files in the directory. The dic-
tionary is sent on its way with return package.
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gets the images and uses PyGame to display 
the most recent frame. Lines 39-42 retrieve 
the image package from the server, unpack 
the pickle string, convert the string back to 
a PyGame surface, and add the unpacked 
image to the list of current frames.

The short loop function (lines 45-48) 
shows each frame in the list on the display. 
Once it’s run, the function returns, allowing 
the display to check whether it needs to 
change the channel currently being shown.

On line 50, the program asks for the URL 
of the Pyro server. Once obtained, the con-
nection is established and sunImages.chan‑
nelList() fetches a list of available channels.

Lines 54-57 start PyGame, save a 1024x768 
graphics window to the screen variable, and 
create the sunDisplay class, passing screen 
and sunImages to it so that it can access the 
display and the server.

Line 59 uses threading to start the web 
server in a separate process. Thus, it runs 
concurrently with the display and doesn’t 
prevent the screen from updating. Line 61 
fetches images from the first channel in the 
list so that the display will show something 
immediately; then, the main loop starts.

Lines 63-69 set up an infinite loop and an-
other loop that exits if a new channel has 
been requested; otherwise, it loops through 
the images (line 67). If a new channel is re-
quested, lines 68 and 69 fetch the new 
channel images and set remoteLoad to None 
so the loop continues, beginning the process 
again!

concluSion
The sun display project has become an inter-
esting conglomeration of Python modules as 
I searched for the best way to handle all of 
the requirements. The end result, however, is 
a unique set of displays that offer control and 
flexibility beyond what is immediately obvi-
ous. That flexibility allows planetarium pre-
senters to educate guests more freely and 
have more options in how they present the 
SDO materials.  ● ● ●

will run indefinitely. It’s listening for com-
mands, running them locally, and returning 
the results.

pyroclient.py
I’ve already talked about most of the libraries 
used in pyroClient.py (Listing 4), the display 
script for the interactive version of the sun 
display, but cherrypy and thread are new. 
Here, cherrypy turns a Python class into a 
web server, and thread allows you to start 
subprocesses that run concurrently with your 
main program. By combining cherrypy and 
thread, I can create a web interface that al-
lows the display to be controlled without af-
fecting what’s currently displayed on screen.

The web class (lines 7-23) creates the func-
tions that become web pages on the interface 
cherrypy, which defaults to port 8080. If I 
visit [display ip]:8080 then, I’ll get the results 
of the index function. In the init class, all I 
do is copy parameters to class objects so they 
are accessible in other class methods. server 
is the Pyro remote class that connects to py‑
roServer.py.

The index function creates the simple web 
page that you see to control the display, and 
@cherrypy.expose tells CherryPy to make this 
function accessible via the web interface. 
Without it, the function won’t be accessible 
as a web page.

On line 15, self.server.channelList is a 
remote call to pyroServer.py, which will get 
a list of available channels. Lines 16 and 17 
create a <div> and a link for each channel, 
and line 18 returns the generated HTML.

Next, the loadChannel function accepts 
one parameter – name – the channel name to 
load. Because this is a cherrypy function, the 
parameter must be provided by the web 
browser as either a GET or POST variable. 
Line 22 sets remoteLoad in the display class 
and then returns index again to continue to 
provide the selection list (line 23).

In the sunDisplay class (lines 25-48), I start 
by creating class variables from pa-
rameters and initializing self.re‑
mote Load to None.

Again, getFiles retrieves sun 
images from the server, and 
self.frames is the list where I 

store them. After get-
ting the list 
of file 
names of 

the selected 
channel from 

the server, the loop 
starting on line 34 

[1]  Fort Worth Museum of Science and His-
tory: http://  www.  fwmsh.  org

[2]  Solar Dynamics Observatory:  
https://  www.  nasa.  gov/  mission_pages/  sdo/ 
 main/  index.  html

[3]  SDO data repository:  
http://  sdo.  gsfc.  nasa.  gov/

[4]  Listings for this article:  
ftp://  ftp.  linux‑magazine.  com/  pub/  listings/ 
 raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/  13
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